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The Mighty Fist of Winter strikes again and again and again:

Wiarton Willy offers to help SOGGI find a new Flying field

Slowly, oh so slowly, there is a barely discernable movement from a multitude of hibernating saiplaneurs. They 
yawn, they stretch and scratch, they cast a sleep laden eye over the dust laden workbench and shamble over to the 
coffee pot to check that they remembered to switch it off before the "Big Sleep". Bright shafts of artificial sunlight 
illuminate the stark ribs of a derelict wing, webs of the long dead spider form fillets 'tween ribs and spars. Shop Vac, 
Dremel and a coffee - no, make that a coffee, Shop Vac and a Dremel  - fragile thoughts that rattle about in a still 
comatose brain. The Scramble to get airborne begins...

Long hard winters take their toll. Sadly, we have to report that Ted (Tivador) Toth passed away early in February. 
Many thanks to Richard Fahey for penning Ted's Obituary. On a personal note, back in 2009 this writer was fortunate 
enough to aquire a Gentle Lady from Ted. Over the course of the next fourteen months it made 436 flights for a total 
time of 32 hours (average flight time =  4:40) certainly a great testimony to Ted's building skills.

New Web Site, Updated Field procedures and a busy contest schedule  - all ingredients for a great flying season. 
Now all we need is a field!
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Tivadar (Ted) Toth MAAC 7957 (1973)

Ted was born in Abaujker, Hungary in 1931, and attended schools there to College
entry. He was 8 years old when WW2 broke out. In spite of foreign control he continued his
model building hobby, using substitute materials, and flew pendulum balanced towline
gliders. He flew with, and against, George Benedek, a world renowned airfoil designer and
international Wakefield team leader.

After completing his R O T C service as an officer in a tank regiment, he attended
Budapest Technical University and received his degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1953.
He continued flying competitive rubber and gas-powered models until he emigrated to
Canada with his wife K1ara in 1957.

They settled first in Montreal and Ted continued his engineering studies. They then moved to Toronto where Ted 
obtained his Professional Engineer's Certification. After moving to Burlington he took a position with Dominion Glass 
Ltd., and subsequently with Plax Canada ltd.

Ted resumed his hobby activities in the early '70s with some friends in Dundas (I believe). In 1973 he joined 
MAAC and was a founding member of the Burlington Radio Control Modelers from Sept. '73 onward. He volunteered
for the job of Club Treasurer and continued in that office until 1988, meanwhile flying R/C models at the Club"s flying 
sites.

In 1980, Ted's interest in free-flight rubber-power resumed and he joined a group of modelers flying outdoors at 
the Rockton Outdoor Recreation Field. In 1987 he was active in indoor rubber scale at Aldershot High School Gym, 
which ultimately became Tigertown Squadron 40 of the Flying Aces(International) Club. He flew with Squadron 40's 
Jimmie Allen Postal Endurance Team with notable success for several years.

In 1992 a request to provide Civilian Instructors for model building construction was received by the Burlington 
Club from MAAC Headquarters. Some members answered the call, including Ted. He served in that capacity from 
September '92 until May '02, when the duties were turned over to the Oakville M F C.

Ted continued flying indoor and outdoor free-flight scale and joined the Southern Ontario Glider Group for R/C 
sailplane flying, out door flying scale and Jimmie Allen.

Since 2008 Klara's health declined to the point where Ted was devoting more time to attending to her, and his 
shop time became limited. His was unable to continue with his hobby activities in aeromodeling and furniture crafting,
at which he was also skilled.. They found they were inconvenienced in their home and moved to a condominium 
which did not provide shop space.

Ted passed away quite unexpectedly on Feb.4th 2015. He is survived
by his wife Klara, daughter Gabriella, niece/daughter Szuzsa and many
relatives and friends.

We shall all miss Ted in our flying activities.

Richard Fahey MAAC 2961 L
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Minutes of the SOGGI ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM) 
held on DECEMBER 14, 2014 at the Beverly Hall, Rockton ON
             

 Ray Munro opened the meeting noting 15 people present.
Ray suggested that the minutes be accepted as read since many of the executive had worked on them. Passed with 

no further comment.
 Ann Tekatch moved and Andy Meysner seconded that Peter Clarke’s financial report be accepted. Passed 

unanimously
 Les Peer had brought in a glider called a Snoopy which evidently qualifies for the nostalgia class competition 

donated by Ted Toff. Ray Munro claimed it and hopes to use it in next year’s contests.
Ann Tekatch offered a glider kit for sale and Jack Linghorne bought it
Ann Tekatch suggested a number of changes to meetings which she felt might help make them more interesting 
Try to have more show and tell
 Do the show and tell before the business
 Have members do a short presentation on some aspect of the hobby
 General agreement for her ideas was expressed but nothing definitive was decided
Ray Munro began his report:
 (1) The clubhouse will need work next year 
 (2) We do not know where we will be flying next year as stripping of the present one has started and signs 

denoting the development of a new subdivision are present.
 (3) Quad-copters
 Some Transcanada regulation highlights for UMV s
ALTITUDE LIMITATION 90 meters
5 miles from an airport 
No lasers on board
Hamilton has a class D air space
Model Planes should be under 500 feet up to 5 miles from the airport 
 At 7 miles 7000 ft
 No mention of glider height limitations are mentioned. The assumption is that we will CONTINUE to use 

common sense and watch for any full size plane so that if one were to approach our field at low altitude we would 
QUICKLY AND IMMEDIATELY head our planes down to a low altitude to avoid any possible problem. This we 
have always done in the past on those rare occasions when a full size plane for some reason, off the usual flight paths 
came near our field at low altitude and we WILL of course continue to do.

 One member suggested at this time that a whistle might be an effective way to inform members of the approach of
such a plane

Les Peer suggested that Tony Baptist should be thanked for making the coffee for the meetings and enthusiastic 
thanks were immediately rendered.

Les Peer next mentioned that no requests had occurred for the magazines in the library and so wanted permission 
to donate them to the MAAC library. Permission granted. No opposition to the idea was voiced

Sam Burke wondered if some of the members might be interested in learning about F1A models. General interest 
was voiced though nothing concrete was proposed or decided upon.
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Ray Munro noted that Nemanja Javanovic, a new member, had said that he could get the club crest put on tee-

shirts if members wanted to have it done. Ray Munro said he thought Nemanja was able to do this because he could 
do such jobs as part of a sideline business to his regular job. I am not too clear on the details but I hope Nemanja will 
clarify the situation at a future meeting if I have got things wrong.

 Ed Smith told us more about the poles he had built to hold streamers to show wind direction and behavior. I found
his description of how he had made them so they would fold down so they were only 6 feet long fascinating and 
ingenious. Well done Ed.

Ray Munro again offered to give the club winch to another member and pointed out that such a person would then 
no longer be dependent on him to bring it out. No one volunteered to take it.

Andy Meysner next reported on the trip to London to view the wind tunnel s.
He said the tour would only take about 20 minutes and that he would try get us a chance to see another one on the 

campus afterward. Evidently there are 2 wind tunnels there. He said if he was successful that members might want to 
consider sharing the driving by doing some car pooling because it is a fairly long trip.

Dick Colley said that he thought he might be able to persuade one of the members in the aero-tow club who was 
now using telemetry in his glider to give us a talk if our members were interested..Members definitely showed interest
and Dick was asked to see what could be set up.

 Elections Of The Executive For 2015
 Dick Colley was asked if he would continue to do the club newsletter. He said yes and was quickly re-elected by 

acclamation to the post.
Ray Munro pointed out that Peter Clarke and Les Peer were stepping down and needed to be replaced. Ann 

Tekatch was asked if she would take over Les Peer’s job as VP.  She accepted the job.
 Peter Clarke nominated Ed Smith for the treasurer’s job and he accepted. 
 Jack Linghorne and Ray Munro said they would continue in their posts as secretary and club president but that 

they really would prefer to step down. No one volunteered to do either job so nominations were closed and all the 
previously named individuals were re-elected by acclamation:

Results:
President: Ray Munro
Vice President: Ann Tekatch
Secretary: Jack Linghorne
Treasurer: Ed Smith
Newsletter Editor: Dick Colley
Les Peer then moved that the meeting be closed. Sam Burke seconded the motion which passed unanimously and 

the stampede for the door was on.

Jack Linghorne – Secretary
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 The following is not part of the minutes. Andy has been successful in setting up a tour of the wind tunnels in London so 

if you are interested you should start to make your arrangements.
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Minutes of the SOGGI Membership Meeting
held on January 11th, 2015 at the Beverly Hall, Rockton ON 

Ray Munro opened the meeting by welcoming the 20 people present.

Ann Tekatch moved the minutes of the preceding meeting be accepted. Ed Smith seconded the motion. Passed

Ed Smith gave his financial report :

Highlights:  $4513.xx In the bank.

We are over budget because of the new web site.  We are paid up for the Westover site

Peter Clarke felt we can get it for the same cost in 2016

Sam Burke moved we accept the report. Bob Hammett seconded it. Passed

Field: 

Ray Munro described his efforts to find out what was going to happen to our present field and where we will be able 
to fly next year and that he had been unable to get any definitive information. 

He noted that the club house was still there and OK.  About one third of the field was stripped 

Trinity field looks good. Ann Tekatch and Ray Munro will try to contact Myron. 

Nebo road looks good but a for sale sign is on it and so it may not be available.

A member (Graham Brooks) said a big Onendogo field might be available and that the owner lives across the road 
from the field. 

A member said that there was another possible field further out Binbrook road 

Dick Colley said there is a sod firm association and that Art ? might be able to help us find out where possible fields 
were.

It became apparent that a committee to find a new field was needed and the setting up of one was deferred to the next 
meeting.

Bob Hammett reported the web site setting up was done and ready for activation except for the posting of the rules.

That the members involved in its creation needed to get together and finish the job.

Ann Tekatch said she would have things ready for the next meeting to vote on.

Ray Munro noted that more members were beginning to fly electric powered planes and that after observing member 
behavior in the pits that he felt that a prominent sign was needed to remind people what they should and should NOT 
do as they got ready to fly.

Members seemed to agree with him but nothing further was done about it at that time.

Bob Hammett said an emergency call number and web address should be posted on the club houses.

Warren Kelly suggested the information should be put on the back of the membership card.

A member suggested that a GPS address should also be posted at the entrance to the field.

Bob Hammett said a committee should be formed to decide exactly should be done.

Nemanja Jovanovic displayed some lovely t-shirts he had labeled and said he can provide t -shirts , decals, you name 
it - he can do it!

Ann Tekatch had a tentative contest schedule ready and that Neville Newman will host the under 100- inch contest- 
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fun fly?

Bob Hammett hoped to put the schedule on the our new website and post it on that of other clubs who might find it of 
interest.

Questioning revealed that 11 hi starts were owned by the club members.

Bob Hammett said that since they varied a good deal in length that they needed to be measured so they could be 
properly set up when used at contests. He suggested this could be done on the day of the thermal work shop.

Bob also said that members wanting to by a new hi start should be sure the rubber was mandrel dipped rubber, that 
many of the ones for sale had poor rubber that would not last. 

It was suggested that HOSE MONSTER was the best.

Members were reminded that the trip to London was next Monday

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Show and Tell 

Ed and Bob Showed us their free flight models discussing in some detail how they were made and their usage leaving 
many of us in awe of their skills

It was suggested that about 25 people were still involved in free flight

Minutes of the SOGGI Membership Meeting
held on February 22nd, 2015 at the Beverly Hall, Rockton ON

Members present : 9   Guests present: 0

1. Introduction
Ray Munro welcomed those present to the meeting, which was postponed from February 8, 2015 due to inclement 
weather.
It appears the minutes from the January 11 meeting have not yet been issued. Ed Smith consequently proposed, 
seconded by Andy Meysner, that discussion and acceptance of the January minutes be postponed to the March 2015 
meeting. The motion was carried.
It was noted that we have a quorum at this meeting, with 9 members present from 26 paid up members.

2. Treasurer's Report
Ed Smith reported that the club bank balance exceeds $4,000. One additional member paid annual dues this month. 
Ed also noted that he has received an email from a new potential member.
Ed proposed that, since for this fiscal year we adopted a $35 annual fee if paid prior to December 31, with a fee of 
$45 if paid after December 31, that we waive the $5 late payment penalty used in previous years. Andy seconded this 
motion and the motion was carried.
Bob Hammett proposed that the Treasurer's report be accepted, seconded by Lyle Jeakins. The motion was carried.

3. Club Signage
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Nemanja Jovanovic has offered to help print club signs for the flying fields. Discussion ensued on what signs are 
needed and what form they should take. Various types of signs were discussed, such as those made from Coroplast 
with wire frames, similar to Real Estate agent and political candidate signs, and sandwich boards. 
Three signs were identified as being needed:
*0 One to be attached to the club outhouse with emergency contact information
*1 One for the field entrances, and
*2 One for summarizing safety procedures to be placed on the field at each flying session. It may be possible for 
this latter sign to be combined with the frequency board. This latter sign could be a sandwich board with guy strings 
to prevent it being blown over on windy days.
Ed Smith volunteered to fabricate a sandwich board. When the size of the board is known, a decision will be made on 
how much printed information can be placed on the board.
Ray will contact Nemanja with respect to printing the signs.
Westover should be considered in the plans for signage.

4. Flying field(s) for 2015
Ed reported that insurance certificates have been sent out for Fletcher Rd. and Westover. 
It is still not clear what thermal field(s) will be in use in 2015. Fletcher Rd. has had some of the sod removed and is in
the process of being sold for housing development, although the timescale for this is not known. Stan Grandfield will 
try to attend local meetings where the development of the Fletcher Rd. field is expected to be discussed. It is possible 
that Fletcher Rd. may be flyable, at least in the early part of the season, if sufficient sod is left on the field.
Bob Hammett suggested we contact Green Horizons as a means of finding out the status of the Fletcher Rd. field 
ownership.
Both the Chippewa/Trinity Church Rd. and Chippewa/Nebo Rd. fields are understood to be in good sod condition, but
it is not known what the future sod harvesting plans for these fields are.
Ray, Ann Tekatch and Jim Laslett will contact Myron with respect to the status of the Trinity Church Rd. field.

5. Safety Guidelines
Comments have been received from Andy Meysner, Dick Colley and Tony Baptist on the current draft of the Safety 
Guidelines sent out by Ray on February 16. Andy offered to incorporate all comments and generally clean up the 
document provided he is able to convert the file to a 1997-2003 Word document. (Andy note subsequent to the 
meeting, conversion has now been done and Andy will proceed as above).
Bob Hammett suggested we use the MAAC terminology "Policy and Procedure Document" for the Guidelines, since 
there was likely a legally related rationale for that term.
There was discussion on the Wings Program and pilot status etc. as written in the Safety Guidelines. Dick Colley will 
instigate documentation of pilot ability/status. Dick noted that SOGGI has its own Wings Program appropriate to 
Sailplane flying. Ed Smith noted that documents for the MAAC Wings Program are on the MAAC website.
Dick will propose recommendations for the next meeting on how the club should proceed with respect to the Wings 
Program, pilot ability/status etc. requirements that we are including in the Safety Guidelines.

6. Hi-Start and Winch Measurements at the Thermal Workshop
It is intended at the thermal workshop in the Spring to measure members Hi-Starts and winches with the objective of 
being able to establish a common flight-line during contests.
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After some discussion Ed Smith pointed out an efficient means of doing this without members having to modify their 
equipment. If the parachute end of the line is first staked out on the flight-line, then the line/rubber walked to the other
stake point and tensioned with the required load or known number of paces for that load, this readily results in a 
common flight line. All that is required is that members know the load or typical number of paces they apply for the 
model they are flying that day.
This can be further discussed at the next meeting and/or at the thermal workshop.

7. Other Business
It appears there has been some corruption of club email addresses, possibly due to a virus. Ed with Bob's help will put
together a new club email list which will be used for future club member email distribution. Dick suggested we use 
bcc (blind cc) rather than cc for distributions to the entire membership.
As this meeting was 2 weeks later than originally planned, it is intended that we move the March meeting to March 
15. Ed will determine whether the Hall is free that Sunday afternoon.

8. Show and Tell
Bob showed a new transport box he has made for free flight models. The box includes features to prevent warping of 
the model parts.
Warren Kelley showed his model of a 1928 Monocoupe and described the history behind this airplane. Warren's 
model is gas powered and R/C controlled.
The members thanked Bob and Warren for the very interesting displays of their highly admirable handiwork.

Andy Meysner

Minutes of the SOGGI Membership Meeting 
held on March 15th, 2015 at the Beverly Hall, Rockton ON

Members present : 18  Guests present: 3

1. Introduction
Ray Munro welcomed those present to the meeting, with a particular welcome to guest Frank Pilih who was present to
give a talk and presentation on telemetry and sensors.
The minutes from the January 11 meeting have been provided by Jack Linghorne to Dick Colley, and they are now 
included attached to these March 15 minutes.

2. Treasurer's Report
Ed Smith reported that there are 28 paid up members and 11 previous members who have not yet paid 2015 dues. 1 
member is on a leave of absence in 2015. The club bank balance is $4,314.
Dick Colley proposed and Peter Clarke seconded that the Treasurer's report be accepted. The motion was carried.

Ray estimates that the proposed renovation of the club outhouse will cost approximately $200. It is also proposed to 
replace the picnic table at the Trinity Church Rd./Chippewa Rd. site and Myron will be contacted with respect to this 
replacement. 
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3. 2015 Contest Schedule
Ann Tekatch handed out the 2015 contest schedule, attached. Bob Hammett will put this on the website. The July 4 
and 18 dates still require volunteers for CDs.
Ann and Ray have proposed that there be a landing practice day and a consensus from discussion was that this can be 
incorporated on the same day as the thermal workshop on May 23.

4. Flying field(s) for 2015
Stan Grandfield reported on the council meeting in which development of the Fletcher Rd. site was discussed. It turns 
out that the current plans for development have been rejected. Consequently development will undoubtedly be 
delayed, but with accompanying uncertainty on the development schedule. It is nevertheless considered that the 
Fletcher Rd. site will not be flyable in 2015, given the current state of sod removal and the development uncertainty.
Ray, Ann and Jim Laslett still intend to contact Myron with respect to the status of the Trinity Church Rd. field.
It is possible the Nebo Rd. site will also be available in 2015.

5. Club Field Flying Guidelines
Andy Meysner has updated the Guidelines and these have been distributed to the membership. A comprehensive 
check of the Guidelines against current MAAC safety documents is not possible at present as these are currently not 
on the MAAC website during website update. 
Ed moved and Les Peer seconded that any Guidelines update necessary to accurately reflect MAAC documents can be
incorporated at the next amendment. The motion was carried.
Stan Grandfield pointed out a few minor typos in the Guidelines. These will be corrected by Andy and then Bob 
Hammett will place the Guidelines on the SOGGI website.

6. Club Message Board
Bob reported that the security of the message board has been improved as a result of recent hacking that has taken 
place. Bob has provided members with new user names and passwords.

7. Wings Programme
Dick Colley reported on the Club Wings Programme. Since there is not currently an accurate club record of members 
pilot status, Dick will be sending out a form for members to fill in to provide such a record. This will then meet the 
requirements in the Club Flying Field Guidelines.
Dick also provided flying checklists for electric models and sailplanes, which will be placed on the flight instruction 
page of the website.

8. Outstanding Matters from the February 2015 Meeting
*3 Club Signage is ongoing, Ray and Ed.
*4 Club tee-shirts is ongoing, Ray and Nemanja.
*5 Ray, Ann and Jim Laslett to contact Myron with respect to the status of the Trinity Church Rd. field.
*6
9. Presentation on Telemetry and Sensors
Frank Pilih from the Oakville Club and Canadian Model Aerotow Society (CMAS) gave a talk on Multiplex M-Link 
sensors and telemetry. The presentation included Frank's 5 meter span Multiplex Alpina, and examples and handouts 
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of the available sensors and associated equipment. Frank stressed that by far the most important sensor in his opinion 
is the voltage sensor which provides real time status of battery voltage at a user selectable voltage set-point.
The members and guests thanked Frank for his very enlightening talk and presentation.

Andy Meysner

===========================================================
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Learning a Lesson, Saving the Scrap and How a Sad Event Had a Silver Lining

Introduction
I've known I've had bad eyesight for 58 years and glaucoma since I was a teenager, but now I've learnt my lesson, stay
within your physical (eyesight in this case) capabilities. On June 15, 2014 at Fletcher field, on its 5th flight, I lost sight 
of my Prelude electric sailplane at 390 meters altitude. I was already having difficulty maintaining visibility, 
chickened out and purposely started to lose altitude, when it disappeared from sight. It reappeared at about 70 meters 
high just behind the trees on Fletcher Road opposite the field entrance, but too late to regain control. 

Fortunately the crop in the field on the other side of Fletcher Road was only a few centimeters high and it was not too 
difficult to find. The wings were a write off, the spinner was jammed tight against the firewall, but the fuselage only 
had a small crack in the seam just behind the canopy. So a phone call to Icare for new wings, a dent in the wallet and 
several hours back on the workbench solved the problem. She was flying again as good as new in October.

The fateful event, would have been a good flight if I'd not had to chicken out
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Now it turns out I have a 2 meter scratch designed and built pure sailplane (I call it the Argentavis Minor, Google it 
and you'll understand the Minor) that glides very well but with which I have never had much success catching 
thermals. So it has been a longer term project to build and provide it with new set of better performing wings.

Close examination of the damaged Prelude wings indicated the inboard quarter meter on each side was indeed scrap, 
but the remainder had survived relatively unscathed. There were a few cracks in ribs and the ribs had lost adhesion to 
the spar, but basically the damage was all repairable. So the light bulb went on and a few measurements here and 
there indicated that a new set of 2 meter wings for the Argentavis was going to be less work than originally thought.

The Argentavis wings are joined with a CF tube and luck had it, that joiner fitted inside the Prelude CF tube spar, with
some Teflon tube inside the latter to make up a small difference in diameter. The chord position of the Prelude spar is 
a little further forward than the Argentavis spar, but still a manageable fit without drastically changing the balance of 
the model. I might have to adjust the tow hook position though.

Rebuild of the Wings for the Argentavis
The Prelude has very light built up wings, designed for electric propulsion launch and not line launch. The wings have
a helically wound 12 mm OD CF tube spar and a  pultruded 3 mm OD CF tube leading edge. There are no shear webs
and no D box.
So the following wing design changes for a stronger line launch sailplane were in order:

• Reduce the wing span from 2.5 to 2 meters.

• Replace the flaps (the Argentavis has spoilerons only) with a new trailing edge

• Add 3/32” shear webs

• Add a D box

• Add CF tow at high stress (by intuition) locations

• Increase the wing depth by twice the D box sheeting (1/32”) thickness, 8.8%

• Add a hard balsa leading edge to match the D box to the original leading edge

• Increase the chord slightly to compensate for and match the extra depth.

Given the very strong Prelude spar I'm hoping that with shear webs added, and CF tow at critical locations, a 1/32” 
sheet D box will suffice. The Prelude airfoil is an MH32MOD. So we'll name the new airfoil an MH32MODA.MEY. 
We'll see how she performs. For build simplicity the original Argentavis wing has no dihedral, other than a slight 
upturn at the tips, and no washout, all of which I realize now was likely a mistake. The original airfoil is an AG36 for 
no good reason other than I had a template handy at the time. The Prelude flies very well, so I'm keeping my fingers 
crossed that the rebuilt wings on the Argentavis will be an improvement.

There were no problems with the rebuild other than that matching the trailing edge alignment pins to the fuselage was 
a bit fiddly. Each new wing weighs 219 gm vs 195 gm for the original.
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The Prelude prior to the mishap The original Argentavis Minor

     Damage to the inboard Prelude wings The partly rebuilt inboard end

Rebuilt wings attached on the Argentavis
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I think she looks better, but that does not mean she'll fly any better!

Now if only I can get used to the extra time it takes to program that DX9!
Safe Flying

Andy Meysner

Can you HELP?

Jack Linghorne is looking for the plans for a Gemini Sailplane. Do you have a set? Jack is particularly 
interested in the airfoil section for the wing. If you have a set of plans or know where there may be a set give Jack a 
call and let him know.

WHY SENIORS STILL NEED  NEWSPAPERS 

I was visiting my DAUGHTER last night  when I asked if I could borrow  a newspaper.

"This is the 21st century, Dad" she  said. "We don't waste money on newspapers.  Here, use my  iPad."

I can tell you this... that  darned fly never knew what hit him...
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GWS  WW-II  War Bird 

Supermarine Spitfire  EPS350CG

Includes Compact Power System, Prop, Spinner and Decals

Wingspan 34.5 in, Length  28.4 in, Flying weight  13.8 oz

For Advanced Pilots only, this would make a good introduction to Scale Slope
soaring

  

http://www.gwsus.com/english/product/airfly/spitfire.htm

For more information contact:

Dick Colley   905-296-4027   colleydogge59@gmail.com

 

 Advanced Club Trainer  - 2M 

The Top-Flite Metrick  2M sailplane will be available this season for 
advance training. This plane because of its airfoil and low EDA 
presents a more challenging flight envelope that will develop the 
student's flying skills and ease the transition to more advanced 
models.

For more information contact:

Dick Colley   905-296-4027  colleydogge59@gmail.com
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2013 SOGGI Executive
President: Ray Munro

Vice President: Ann Tekatch

Treasurer: Ed Smith (519)-802-8821
8 – 492 Grey St.,
BRANTFORD, Ont. N3S 1S6

Secretary: Jack Linghorne

Editor: Dick Colley (905)-296-4027
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2015 Calendar of Events

2015
• April 12th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm

•  
• May 23rd Intro to Thermals Workshop & Hi-start Check Bob Hammett
• June 13th Bud Wallace Memorial Ann Tekatch
• July 4th Electric Sailplane Contest TBA
• July 18th Otto Bandmann Memorial TBA
• Aug 8th Cloud Base Challenge Neville Newman
• Sept 6th Big Bird Bash Dick Colley
• Oct 10th Thanksgiving T.D. Contest Andy Meysner
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